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Abstract 

In three dimensional (3D) computer games, the deferred rendering is an effective way 

to process realistic visual effects such as dynamic lights, shadow, depth of field (DOF), 

and high dynamic range (HDR) using multiple geometric buffers(G-buffers) regardless of 

the scene complexity. However, the G-buffer only stores information about a single pixel 

in each texel, so transparency with alpha blending on deferred rendering is difficult 

compared to forward rendering. The conventional way to process transparency on 

deferred rendering is to separate opaque and transparent renderings. But the object 

sorting required in it causes the speed degradation. Nevertheless the transparency 

techniques without object sorting such as screen door, interfaced, and stochastic can 

reduce the rendering time, but those cause the image quality degradation. This paper 

compares transparency techniques on deferred rendering. The Game Institute 3D game 

engine is modified to measure the rendering speeds of transparency techniques. The 

deferred rendering can speed up the rendering time of about 1.48 times than the forward 

rendering. The transparency techniques without object sorting can also speed up the 

rendering time of about 1.1 times than the conventional technique. Plus, six 4K ultra high 

definition (UHD) game images are used to measure the extent of quality degradation of 

the transparency techniques without object sorting in terms of peak noise signal ratio 

(PSNR). Consequently, the interlaced technique can get better PSNRs of about 124.8% in 

the same than both the screen door and the stochastic techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

In 3D computer games, various special effects such as dynamic lights, shadow, depth 

of field (DOF), high dynamic range (HDR), and so on are becoming widely used. 

However, it is almost impossible for the forward rendering to perform those effects since 

it requires multi-pass rendering for the scene. The deferred rendering is an effective way 

to process special effects, because it overcomes the burden of performing multiple passes 

on the scene by reducing it to only rendering a full screen quad for each pass using 

multiple geometric buffers (G-buffers) regardless of the scene complexity [1]. 

However, deferred rendering has several drawbacks. First, it needs considerable 

memory to store multiple G-buffers, which impacts on the texture cache performance and 

the rendering speed. Second, it can suffer from anti-aliasing effects since the anti-aliasing 

has to be processed after the accumulation is done in the lighting and post-processing 

phase. Third, it can’t handle transparency efficiently since the G-buffer only stores 

information about a single pixel in each texel, so blending on deferred rendering is not as 

simple as on forward rendering [2]. 

The conventional way to process transparency on deferred rendering is to separate 

opaque and transparent renderings. It is not doing deferred rendering on polygons that 

need to be blended. First, it performs opaque surfaces on deferred rendering and then 
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transparent surfaces with object sorting on forward rendering. But its object sorting causes 

the speed degradation.  

Various studies [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] for order independent transparency (OIT) have been 

carried out. Also, some studies [8, 9, 10] for the 3D rendering effects have been carried 

out. The A-buffer [3] stores a list of transparent surfaces per pixel. However, the A-buffer 

requires the unpredictable amount of memory since it stores all transparent fragments at 

once. The depth peeling [4] breaks the blended complexity into layers and uses dual depth 

comparisons per sample to extract and composite each semi-transparent layer in a 

separate rendering pass. The depth peeling involves executing the complete deferred 

pipeline for each layer from filling the G-buffer to source shading, but requires an 

unbounded number of rendering passes. The screen door transparency [5] uses a stippling 

pattern to mask the transparent polygons without object sorting so that some pixels of the 

background can be seen through the mask. For example, if the alpha value is 50%, it skips 

all the even pixels in one row and all the odd pixels in the next. The screen door 

transparency is a simple way but it can cause an aliasing such as a moire pattern. The 

interlaced transparency [6] interlaces transparent objects with opaque ones in the 

geometry phase, then performs lighting, and then de-interlaces and blends them in the 

composition phase. In the geometry phase, all transparent pixels are rendered interlaced 

and only every odd horizontal line is rendered. In the composition phase, within each two 

rows, the minimum alpha value across the two vertically adjacent pixels is taken, and the 

two pixels are blended. The interlaced transparency overcomes the lighting inconsistency 

between opaque and transparent objects. But the vertical blur can be produced in the 

interlaced transparency. The stochastic transparency [7] extends the screen-door 

transparency with randomly chosen (sub-) pixel stipple patterns. The stochastic 

transparency creates transparency by simply omitting individual (sub-) pixels of 

transparent surfaces with the probability set by the alpha value. Since Stochastic 

Transparency is a Monte-Carlo-Algorithm, it produces much noise for a low number of 

samples. 

Transparency or alpha blending is the process of blending a foreground transparent 

image with its background. It requires two colors, Cs (source pixel color) and Cf (fragment 

pixel color), and an alpha level, α . The final pixel color, C, is composited with the 

following formula [Eq.1]. 

)1(   fs CCC
                                 [Eq. 1] 

In Figure 1, the correct transparency image (c) between the background image (a) and 

the foreground image (b) is produced when the alpha value is 0.5. Figure 2 presents the 

blended images produced by transparency techniques without object sorting based on 

deferred rendering. The images of the screen door transparency (a), the interlaced 

transparency (b), and the stochastic transparency (c) are shown under the same condition 

with the background image, the foreground image, and the alpha = 0.5 in Figure 1. 

 

(a) Background (b) Foreground (α=0.5) (c) Correct 
Transparency

 

(a) Background (b) Foreground (α=0.5) (c) Correct Transparency 

Figure 1. Correct Transparency with Alpha = 0.5 
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Nevertheless the transparency techniques without object sorting such as screen door, 

interfaced, and stochastic can reduce the rendering time, but those cause the image quality 

degradation. This paper compares transparency techniques on deferred rendering. The 

Game Institute 3D game engine [11] is modified to measure the rendering speeds of 

transparency techniques. Plus, six 4K ultra high definition (UHD) game images are used 

to measure the extent of quality degradation of the transparency techniques without object 

sorting in terms of peak noise signal ratio (PSNR).  

 

(a) Screen Door 
Transparency

(b) Interlaced   
Transparency

(c) Stochastic 
Transparency

 
(a) Screen Door Transparency (b) Interlaced Transparency (c) Stochastic Transparency 

Figure 2. Transparency Techniques without Object Sorting based on 
Deferred Rendering 

 

2. The Deferred Rendering Based on the Game Institute 3D Game 

Engine 

In this Section, the experimental environment is constructed by modifying the source 

code of the Game Institute 3D game engine [11] in order to evaluate the transparency 

techniques based on deferred rendering. The algorithms of deferred rendering based on 

the Game Institute 3D game engine [11] are presented in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5. 

In Figure 3, the function named FrameAdvance in the Game Institute 3D game engine, 

which is performed every frame, calls four sub-functions. (1) OpaqueRenderPass function 

performs opaque objects drawing. (2) OpaqueFogPass function applies fog to the opaque 

objects. (3) SkyboxPass function draws the skybox. (4) TransparentRenderPass function 

performs final transparent objects drawing. Among them, (1) OpaqueRenderPass function 

and (4) TransparentRenderPass function based on deferred rendering are explained in 

Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.   

 

 

Figure 3. Frame Advance() [11] 
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Figure 4. OpaqueRenderPass() [11] 

 

Figure 5. Transparent Render Pass() [11] 

In Figure 4, the OpaqueRenderPass function is composed of three major steps which 

perform multiple lights on the screen space with the G-buffer. In Step 1, Base Pass clears 

the output buffer. In Step 2, Geometry Pass sets the G-buffer targets for writing, initializes 

targets, performs the per-object geometry pass, and finishes writing to the G-buffer targets. 

Finally, in Step 3, Lighting Pass performs the deferred lighting pass by reading from the 

G-buffer targets and executes opaque objects rendering. 

In Figure 5, the function of TransparentRenderPass is composed of three major steps 

which perform transparent object rendering. In Step 1, Geometry Pass prepares the G-

buffers for targets, performs the per-object geometry pass, and writing to the G-buffers. In 

Step 2, Lighting Pass sets the transparent writing target, clear it, performs the deferred 

lighting pass by reading from the G-buffer, and finishes writing to the lighting buffer. 
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Finally, in Step 3, Composite Pass performs the final composite pass by reading from the 

lighting buffer and executes for transparent geometry using back to front sorted rendering. 

 

3. Performance Evaluation Using the Game Institute 3D Game Engine 

In this Section, the performance of transparency techniques both on deferred rendering 

and on forward rendering is analyzed. For the experiments, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 

CPU @ 3.40GHz 3.40GHz, 8GB RAM, and nVidia GeForce GTX650 Ti are used. Also, 

the Game Institute 3D game engine [11] is modified to measure the rendering speeds of 

transparency techniques.  

The ten simulation models for the performance comparison of transparency techniques 

at two kinds of screen resolutions, 1280x720 and 2560x1600, are constructed in Table 1. 

Plus, the rendering speeds, frame per second (FPS), for the ten simulation models are 

measured. There are four criteria to configure the simulation models. First, ten models are 

divided into two major parts according to the rendering policy such as forward or 

deferred. Models of A, B, C, and D models are simulation models on forward rendering, 

but E, F, G, H, I, and J models are on deferred rendering. Second, each part for forward 

and deferred rendering models is divided into two parts whether include the transparent 

surface or not. A, B, E, F, G, and H models include the transparent surface, but C, D, I, 

and J models don’t include one. The third criterion is Torch Light On or Off. A, C, E, F, 

and I models set Torch Light on. B, D, G, H, and J models set Torch Light off. The fourth 

criterion is whether or not object sorting among the models on deferred rendering with 

transparent surfaces. E and G models require object sorting. But F and H models don’t 

require one, which perform transparency without object sorting. F and H models stand for 

the screen door transparency [5], the interlaced transparency [6], and the stochastic 

transparency [7] techniques. 

In Figure 6, various screen shots for the simulation models of Table 1 are shown. 

Figure 6 (a) stands for D and J models which don’t include the transparent surface and set 

Torch Light off. Figure 6 (b) represents C and I models which don’t include the 

transparent surface and set Torch Light on. Figure 6 (c) stands for B, G, and H models 

which include the transparent surface and set Torch Light off. Figure 6 (d) represents A, 

E, and F models which include the transparent surface and set Torch Light on. 

The average rendering speed for forward rendering (A, B, C, and D) models is 233 or 

87 at 1280x720 or 2560x1600 screen resolution, respectively. The average rendering 

speed for deferred rendering (E, F, G, H, I, and J) models is 343 or 87 on 1280x720 or 

2560x1600 resolution, respectively. Consequently, there is no difference in terms of 

rendering speed between the deferred and forward rendering at the high screen resolution. 

But at the low resolution, the deferred rendering can speed up the rendering time of about 

1.48 times than the forward rendering. Because, at the low screen resolution, the deferred 

rendering can process only a screen quad for each rendering pass using multiple G-buffers 

regardless of the scene complexity. However, at the high screen resolution, the scene 

complexity of the Game Institute 3D game engine can’t play a big role on the  
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(a) Non-Transparent Scene without Torch Light (b) Non-Transparent Scene with Torch 
Light 

 

(c) Transparent Scene without Torch Light (d) Transparent Scene with Torch Light 

Figure 6. Screen Shots in Game Institute 3D Game Engine [11] 

Simulation Model A B C D E F G H I J 

Forward or Deferred 

Rendering 
Forward Rendering Deferred Rendering 

Transparent Scene 

(Yes/No) 
Yes No Yes No 

Torch Light (On/Off) On Off On Off On Off On Off 

Sorting based on 

Deferred Rendering 
NA Yes No Yes No NA 

Rendering Speed (FPS) 

@ 1280x720 Screen 
247 265 206 213 278 308 299 328 412 438 

Rendering Speed (FPS) 

@ 2560x1600 Screen 
71 76 96 106 71 78 77 84 102 110 

Table 1. Simulation models and Rendering Speed in Game Institute Game 
Engine 

Rendering speed. If the scene complexity would be very high, the deferred rendering 

could get an advantage in the rendering speed at the high screen resolution. 

C, D, I, and J models which don’t include transparent surfaces can also speed up the 

rendering time of about 1.1 times and 1.4 times than A, B, E, F, G, and H models which 

include transparent surfaces at the low and high screen resolution, respectively. The 

reason is that transparent surfaces require the additional rendering pass with object sorting. 
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Image 1 [12] Image 2 [13] Image 3 [14] 

 

Image 4 [15] Image 5 [16] Image 6 [17] 

Figure 7. Benchmark UHD (4096x2160 Resolution) Game Images 

Also, B, D, G, H, and J models which set Torch Light off can speed up the rendering 

time of about 1.1 times in the same at the low and high screen resolution than A, C, E, F, 

and I models which set Torch Light on. Undoubtedly, Torch Light needs the additional 

rendering time. 

Finally, based on deferred rendering, F and H models which are the transparency 

techniques without object sorting can also speed up the rendering time of about 1.1 times 

in the same at the low and high screen resolution than E and G model which are the 

conventional techniques with object sorting. F and H models stand for the screen door, the 

interlaced, and the stochastic transparency techniques. As the scene complexity gets 

higher, the impact of the object sorting on the rendering speed can get bigger. Although 

the rendering techniques, which don’t need object sorting such as the screen door, the 

interlaced, and the stochastic transparency techniques, can speed up the rendering time, 

those ones make the image quality getting worse compared to the correct blended image 

due to some aliasing effects. 

 

4. Performance Evaluation in PSNRs Using 4K UHD Game Images 

In this Section, the extent of the image quality degradation of the transparency 

techniques which don’t need object sorting on deferred rendering is evaluated. For the 

experiments, this paper prepares six 4K ultra high definition (UHD) game images in 

Figure 7. For the transparency processing (alpha blending), six background images are 

chosen from Figure 7. The foreground image is fixed as the 4096x2160 single color image 

whose (RGB) is (128,128,128). The extent of quality degradation of the screen door, the 

interlaced, and the stochastic transparency techniques are measured in terms of peak noise 

signal ratio (PSNR) [12] by comparing with that of the correct blended image. 

PSNR [12] is an engineering term for the ratio between the maximum possible power 

of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. 

PSNR is most commonly used to measure the quality of reconstruction of lossy 

compression codecs (e.g., for image compression). PSNR is most easily defined via the 

mean squared error (MSE) in [Eq. 2]. 
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                                    [Eq. 2] 

In this paper, MAX is the maximum value of the image pixel which can be computed 

by subtracting the minimum from the maximum. MAX of the each channel (R, G, or B) 

of the image is 255 (= 255-0) because of the 8bit channel. PSNR is usually expressed in 

terms of the logarithmic scale such db. The lower the image quality loss gets, the higher 

PSNR becomes. If there is no image loss, PSNR can’t be defined because MSE is zero. 

Figure 8 presents PSNRs for the techniques such as the screen door, the interlaced, and 

the stochastic transparency about six UHD games in three alpha values. The interlaced 

transparency can get the best PSNR of 41.2 in average for three alpha values. The PSNR 

value for the screen door is 18.3 which is the same as one of the stochastic transparency. 

Figure 8 shows that the periodic stippling pattern of the screen door makes the same 

impact on the image degradation as the probabilistic random pattern of the stochastic 

door. Consequently, the interlaced technique can get better PSNRs of about 124.8% in the 

same than both the screen door and the stochastic techniques. 

For the PSNRs of the interlaced technique for six UHD game image of Figure 7, one 

for the Image 6 is the best of 48.0 and one for the Image 4 is the worst of 30.0. So the 

difference between ones for the Image 6 and Image 4 becomes 59.9%. Because Image 6 is 

the most similar to the foreground image whose (RGB) is (128,128,128), but Image 4 is 

the most different from that.  

According to the variation of alpha values, the interlaced technique can get better 

PSNRs of about 146.8%, 130.9%, and 96.9% than both the screen door and the stochastic 

techniques with 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 alpha values, respectively. The higher the alpha 

value gets from 0.25 to 0.75, the smaller the difference of the image degradation between 

the transparency techniques. As the alpha value increases, the PSNRs of both the screen 

door and the stochastic techniques don’t change by 18.7, 17.5, and 18.7, but the PSNRs of 

the interfaced technique decreases about 46.2, 40.4, and 36.9. As the alpha value increases 

in the interlaced technique, the ratio of the foreground image to be blended decreases. 
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(a) PSNR (α = 0.25) 

 

(b) PSNR (α = 0.50) 

 

(c) PSNR (α = 0.75) 

Figure 8. Psnrs of Transparency Techniques for UHD (4096x2160 
Resolution) Game Images with Various Alpha Values 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper compares transparency techniques on deferred rendering. The Game 

Institute 3D game engine is modified to measure the rendering speeds of transparency 

techniques. The deferred rendering can speed up the rendering time of about 1.48 times 

than the forward rendering. The transparency techniques without object sorting can also 

speed up the rendering time of about 1.1 times than the conventional technique. Plus, six 

4K UHD game images are used to measure the extent of quality degradation of the 

transparency techniques without object sorting in terms of PSNR. Consequently, the 

interlaced technique can get better PSNRs of about 124.8% in the same than both the 

screen door and the stochastic techniques. 
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